NEW SPRING ‘21 COURSE: “GREEN FRANCE”

FR1036, T/TH 9:30-10:45
Prof. Giuseppina Mecchia

How do humans define their relation to the Earth? How are we going to keep human life sustainable on planet Earth? What have we learned from the past 100 years of ecological interaction? Are we ready to change our institutions and lifestyles so that the human colonization of the Earth can continue for another 100 years? What have been the French approaches to these issues, both within France and in their colonial territories? Join us for colonial and postcolonial history, popular culture, literature, film, cultural theory, case studies, and policy analysis!

-Taught in English for an interdisciplinary audience.
-DSAS gen ed geographic region.
-Counts for the Sustainability Certificate, the certificate programs in Global Studies & the European Studies Center and the Environmental Studies and French majors.

Pitt Dietrich School of Arts and Sciences
Department of French and Italian